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Maitreya comments the News
Grow and Multiply...
The Korean government asks Korean couples to go home and
make babies as the Korean population decreases.
Maitreya commented: This is a criminal recommendation from
the Korean government when the World’s most terrible danger is
overpopulation. Countries with low birthrate should welcome people immigrating from overpopulated foreign countries instead of
launching such racist and chauvinistic policy.

Kama decolonization
Sudan’s President Omar al-Bashir speaking at a ceremony marking five years since the end of the north-south war said
that he would accept the south’s secession if southerners were to vote for independence in a referendum next year. He said his
National Congress Party did not want the South to secede, but that the party would be the first to welcome such a decision.
Maitreya commented : this is a wonderful move, in the direction of a real decolonization of Kama erasing the artificial borders and states created by the occupiers.
He also expressed His support to King Buyelekhaya Dalindyebo who represents the 10 million people of the Thembu
sub-group, and who had made an “executive decision” to take over the land on behalf of his people. The Thembu clan claim
to historically own KwaZulu-Natal, the Eastern Cape, Western Cape, Northern Cape provinces and “portions” of the Free
State province and the country’s richest province, Gauteng, in South Africa. That represents about 60% of the actual South
Africa country as it is today. The secession is on hold at the moment but is still pending. Maitreya said :“King Buyelekhaya
Dalindyebo is absolutely right, and what he says fits perfectly with my project of United Kingdoms Of Kama (Africa) . The
whole Continent should revert to pre-colonization borders and destroy all governments and borders created artificially by
the colonialists and which created so many genocides like in Rwanda.

Haiti - Senegal
Raël expressed his support to President Abdoulaye Wade of Senegal for his offer to welcome people from Haiti and encourage all the Presidents of the continent to do the same and extend the offer to all those who had a slave ancestor.
Senegalese President Abdoulaye Wade declared that he was ready to offer a whole region of his country to the people of
Haiti, adding that in every country of Kama, there are millions of acres free.
Maitreya said: :« This is a wonderful offer from the President of Senegal. All other leaders of Kama should do the
same. But they should also offer all African-Americans the opportunity to return to Africa with tax-free status and other
advantages if they bring along their wealth and know-how to assist in the development of Kama. In other words, this offer
to the impoverished is beautiful, but such an offer to rich African-Americans and scholars is even more important for the
development of Kama. It is also more important in terms of helping poor people coming back to Kama from devastated
countries like Haiti.
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Easy visas for ideas
US Congressman Jared Polis has proposed a start-up visa to entice “foreigners with good ideas” to stay in the US.
Maitreya commented; “ This is just the beginning of a fierce competition between dying states in the World economy
and financial crash as I prophetized it a long time ago. Soon all nations will offer more and more advantages to talented entrepreneurs and scientists and that’s great. The countries which will offer more will attract the best. Making
visa easier to obtain will be far from being enough. They will have to include income tax exemption, companies tax
exemptions, and even financial help and grants. If a country decides to use even half of the money wasted in military budget to do that then it will overcome all other nations. China is on a good path toward this goal, contrarily to the USA which is wasting billions in occupation wars and maintaining 180 military bases around the world.
Like I predicted it 20 years ago, the ex-communist countries are becoming super capitalist while the USA, the ex-champion
of capitalism, is becoming socialist and will soon be an under-developed country... We are at the turning point of the evolution of civilizations. Those who favor talent will win and those who favor useless military power will lose... A wonderful
change for the future of Humanity.

2 swans divorce in Gloucestershire
Experts have witnessed a rare “divorce” between a pair of swans at the Wetlands Trust Wildfowl Sanctuary in Slimbridge,
Gloucestershire. The Bewick’s swans have returned in the winter to the Wildfowl centre, but both of them have returned with
new partners. Separations are rare and this is only the second occasion in over 40 years that this has been recorded at the centre.
Swans usually mate for life, but it is not unheard of to find a new mate but it tends to be because one of the pair has died. A
Wildlife health research officer at Slimbridge said “ Failure to breed could be a possible reason, as they had been together for a
couple of years but had never brought back a cygnet ”.
Maitreya said: “ The politically correct scientist trying to justify the swans’ separation as a “failure to breed” is sooooo
funny. One of the swans may have been more intelligent than average and simply found his usual partner boring, as in
human divorces. But, of course, that explanation doesn’t fit in with the Christian cultural background of this ‘scientist.’

Fresh air received on Raelnews...
I live in Spain Catalonia near Barcelona.

Who can I talk to in my area, about a subject topic that I have believed in for years before even hearing about your mission.
I didn’t understand why I believed in what I believed in and the fact that your beliefs are so similar. One thing I do understand is
that i am no longer alone in my thoughts. Most people would view me as somewhat crazy if or when I have talked about my beliefs.
So I would welcome any other mad people into my lonely madness. Your teachings would seem to round of my label and give me
hope that I am not the only mad man with faith. Sorry if I sound confused. I await your response like the dessert awaits the rains...
Nicky

Clitoraid... one of the many letters we receive

I’m a 22 year old Somalian student out XXX, Canada. My story is as follows, I hope that after hearing it, you may be able to
point me in the right direction. I thank you in advance for any information that might help me feel like a woman for the first time...
I was born in Moqadishu, Somalia and was brought to Canada by my grandmother at the tender age of 5. She raised me along
with my aunts and uncles and so I never knew my parents and siblings. When I hit puberty, all I could think about was my
parents and how no one could understand me like my mother would’ve. I wanted my own family I would tell them, and any
decisions they made for me were unjust. It didn’t help matters that I was also molested by a family member that I looked upon
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as a father figure, from there grew anger, resentment, and depression. So at the end of grade 7 I was sent to Ethiopia to meet my
mother, my grandmother accompanied me. I can’t even describe to you the expectations I had for my mom and my siblings,
which sadly were tossed aside once I was with them for less then a week. My grandmother went back to Canada early due to her
fragile health. From there it was chaos, my own mother resented me for being the one that got out and lived in the “West”. She
physically beat me, gave my possessions away to random neighbours and just simply broke my heart. My cries for help to my
family in Canada went unnoticed, they felt I was being dramatic and over exaggerating everything for attention. All I remember
was going to bed one night, having breakfast the next morning and coming to with 2 ladies holding my legs while a woman came
towards me with a razor, I struggled and managed at one point to escape, but they just came after me in the street and once again
held me down, I weep as I type this because this memory is so horrible to me. I spent weeks recovering with ropes tied around
my legs. When my family found out what my mother had done, they sent me money to go see a doctor but by that time it was
too late, my mother had already collected the money for her own personal use and I didn’t see a cent. They booked me a ticket to
come back to Canada. Can you please help me, I don’t feel adequate to have a relationship, I’m disgusted at my genintalia, and
the idea of intimacy or someone touching me there haunts me. I’m jealous of my girlfriends and they’re relationships and I feel
like I’m lacking something, I’m not whole and care free like they are. If you can get back to me with any information how I can
get “fixed” that would be great. I finally have the courage to finally want to put this past me. My mother passed away in 2006 and
I don’t want to carry this physical memory of the hurt, pain and anguish she has cost me, I’m done being bitter.
This young lady will probably be repaired during our next scheduled surgery day in March in Colorado with Dr Bowers. But there
are millions like her hiding, screaming inside for help and this is what we will do in Pleasure hospital, help them as much as we can.
The roof of the hospital has been built, the water system and sewage is being done at this time but we received a request from the team in
Burkina faso asking for $40,000 more to finish up the whole premise with the fence etc... and we only have $6,000 left in our account...
Please do not stop raising funds, we need your effort, they need your effort... Thanks for your dedication, we can do it!!

Europe
France, A tenacious National Guide
Kimbangu, the French National Guide, has been denied access a
few years ago, to a state electrical plant for no official reason. He used
to go there regularly as part of his job for a maintenance company and
he was told one day that he couldn’t go there anymore. It is quite clear
for all of us that this was denied to him because of his being Raelian,
as part of the paranoid government policy that is denying access to any
member of a religious minority to any ‘sensitive’ government facility.
Kimbangu has asked for official explanations without success and filed
a complaint at a Human right organization but is still waiting for an
answer. However he doesn’t wait without showing his impatience...
here he is alone in front of the local ‘prefecture’ ( local government
representation) as he often does... We are with you Kimbangu!!! :-)

Poland, A Raelian delegation at OSCE
For the 8th year, a delegation of the European Raelian Movement was invited to participate at the OSCE (Organisation for
Security and Cooperation in Europe), and defend, in Varsow, in front of representatives of 56 states, the rights of the members
of religious minorities to have religious freedom in French speaking countries.
We prepared the whole event together, between Eric Remacle, Jean Pierre Saulnier, Nora Kerrache, Maryline Canin andPrincess Loona. Eva also helped us for the English version of our talks.
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The National Guide for Poland, Jacek, also contributed with his presence to the success of this Raelian adventure.
We had two teams, one team with Princess Loona, spokesperson of the Raelian Movement in Europe and Eric Remacle,
in charge of legal affairs in Europe as well as Nora Kerrache
who made a speech about religious freedom, and the team of
Jean Pierre Saulnier, Maryline Canin and JaÔm Crépin , who
made a speech about discrimination a few days later.
The ‘discrimination’ team proposed the following actions
to the audience:
1. No more financing of anti-sect associations by the Government ( today the Government pays 96% of their budget)
2. No more Miviludes ( association to fight against sect
‘deviance’ )
3. Remove the anti sect laws About-Picard and Accoyer
4. Official ban of the Anti sect parlement report that lists
172 associations as dangerous sects associated with excuses of the French Parlement to all the members of these associations.
5. Vote a law making it criminal to use the list of 172 minorities to make sure no one ever uses it again as a social reference.
6. Stop all trainings of State employees about sects ( today judges, policemen, teachers receive such a training!)
7.1 Inform the judges to be especially vigilant regarding cases of discriminations against religious minority members ( in order to balance the opposite directive they have received ie to be especially vigilant regarding members of a religious minority!! )
7.2 Prepare laws stating that members of religious minorities will benefit from the same protection as the ones given to Jews
and Muslims in France
8..... and a few more like that which cannot be understood by non-French speaking as it is so unbelievable to see the extent
of the directives edicted by the French government that place all members of these 172 associations in a sub-citizen position,
preventing them to have any access to justice apart from going at the level of the European Court which takes years to reach and
is very costly!
After 8 years of presence at the OSCE in Varsaw, we start to see the fruit of our actions. For the past 3 years now, the OSCE
has sent inspectors to France to evaluate the anti-sect atmosphere
and pushed the French government to come and justify its actions and accuse us of disinformation and infiltration of European organizations!!
« The highest the external pressure, the more members have
a tendency to drop off” said Maitreya Rael during our last European Happiness Academy in Slovenia and he added ‘it shouldn’t
be that way’. “ The darkest the sky, the more brilliant is the star
and the most ‘loud’ it should shine. We exist because there is
darkness, we are the stars of the milky way of the consciousness.”
Let’s keep on lighting the way.
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European Convention in Turin, Italy
On December 12th and 13th, the European Raelians
were in Turin to celebrate the 36th anniversary of the
first encounter of Maitreya with the Elohim.
On Saturday afternoon, 130 Raelians and friends
were gathered for the opening of the Convention.
After the welcome speech of the Continental Guide
Pierre gary and the other Bishop Guides Marco,
Philippe and Ezael, the program started with the
wonderful Mariella Cossu and Roberta Pucci who
brought us high with their poetic performance on
Love and the awareness that we are star dust, with
a video about the beauty of the Universe in the

background.
Then we had beautiful images of Maitreya talking about the
fact that Love is the right functioning of the brain, which
introduced Myriam Dorsaz andGiovanni Ottaviani in a
touching talk about Love as the only path to save Humanity,
followed by a meditation in French and Italian.
After a ‘hug and kiss’ break, the action started with
Gyom Demba and Vittorio Vegni who made us dream about
the future and lead an exercise during which the groups had to
visualize the future creating collages and a funny presentation

on stage.

To end the afternoon, we had the splendid video made by Allan about August 6th ceremony with Maitreya which inspired
the Bishops who gave us testimonies of the love of Maitreya and the infinite privilege we have to be alive at this historic time of
Humanity, an equally impassionating and difficult time.
Here are a few teaching pearls of the afternoon:
« The earth is so pretty, little planet chosen by our fathers to nest their creation..... » (Mariella)
« To Love is to give color to all that has lost its color, it is transforming the ugly into beauty, the negative into positive, the
bad into good...” (Roberta)
« Our mission is to accelerate the elohimisation of the planet with two important elements, Science and Art“ (Gyom)
“The spirit influences matters, we are influencing the collective consciousness of Humanity. We are able to influence the
infinitely small and the infinitely large, because we are matter!” (Philippe)
After a good Italian dinner, the party went one with an artistic show followed by a danse.
On the following morning we started with a meditation that prepared us for the theme of the day “the Paradism”, a new way
to visualize our future. We had the chance to see the video recorded this Summer in Tuscany when Maitreya officially announced
6
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the Paradism project. Then the Guides Chris Antille, Marc Girard,
Mariella Cossu, Antoine Berner, Daniel Mican and Jean Marie Briaud gave us their visions of the future, full of deep thoughts and crazy
humor. Pierre concluded the morning reminding us that when we are
together we change the world but we must be vigilant to make sure
that the world doesn’t change faster than us.
And for this, it is mandatory to apply the teachings of the Elohim and meditate regularly.
He also said “To meditate is not only an exercise, it is a state of
being... we meditate to progressively increase our level of consciousness at every moment, to give happiness to others, at each and every
moment, as we have been biologically made ‘good’. The meditation
is here to filtrate, remove the dirt, to give as much happiness as possible
around us.”
After such a beautiful and intense morning, we prepared ourselves
for the most important rendez-vous, the moment of the Cellular Plan
Transmission. At 3:00 pm two new brothers joined the family. What
a wonderful convention! The atmosphere was magic, full of love, of
smiles, of simplicity. We all had the feeling that it was too short. Thank
You Elohim, Thank You Maitreya for finding us, for making us meet
and for giving us the possibility to live together this fantastic adventure.
Amore
Marco

Asia
Ralians to the Taiwan Pride 2009.
Taiwan is home to the largest Pride parade in Asia. This year the event
took place on October 31st and a small team of five Raelians were there to
represent Aramis. But they were accompanied by the three years old daughter
of a Raelian couple. She was very popular with the crowd and even helped
distribute a few flyers... So it was actually a team of six :) The weather was
perfect for the event. There were about 25,000 registered participants and
we heard that the crowd grew up to about twice of that, including the non-registered people who joined-in. Our team was very
small compared to most, but we had two banners that stood out very
well in the crowd. One banner says “It’s in your DNA, follow it!”
and the other one “Love of Differences, the only way to save the
world!”.
Taiwan
is
fairly
open
about
homosexuality. The problems that people face are not in the society at large, but mostly within their own families because
7
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of traditional Confucian values. Many are still not comfortable to come out openly. As you can see in one photo,
some people wear masks at the parade. They want to be there but are afraid to be recognized by people they know...
The parade was a great exercise for theTaiwan team and they came out very happy about it. I definitely hope that we can do it again in the future.
Sylvain Bernier, leader for Aramis-Taiwan
Sylvain and his staffs are not gay, but they offer to make the action voluntarily to spread love and truth for gay people in Taiwan.
Congratulations Sylvain and his team, and thank you Pierre-Paul, the planetary leader for sexual minorities, for your advice!
Masami Narita, continental leader for Aramis-Asia

North America
Barbados
My main action as leader of the Barbados so far is this trip to Barbados, which
was, I might say, a big success!
It is the most beautiful country on earth! A 280,000 population island where
they get education for free, even university and free health care, also paved roads
all over the island (480 km2). Its inhabitants are really friendly, welcoming, caring,
they really go out of their way to help.
The press release I sent before coming did not generate any media but the add
placed in the biggest newspaper, printed in the first pages of the midweek edition,
the biggest distribution day, was really successful and generated many phone calls. Also, we did two days of leaflet distributing
(1000).
The result? a full room! 69 people in a 50 seats room definitely created a buzz. All the available books were sold, luckily Constant had brought more, and many phone calls were received on the
following days requesting books, meetings, and requests for another lecture.
There were contacts established so we will be invited to lecture at the university next year... and there was a person from the government as well...
One of my internet contacts, a local reiki teacher, made the presentation and there was a 2 hours question period after the lecture. Utter respect and genuine curiosity during the whole evening, it was heart warming!
My team was wonderful! Louise and Renald, ready to support me all
the way, and Constant and Jacynthe, who came from Guadeloupe two
days before the lecture to help with the diffusion. Extraordinary!
So... we are planning to return in October for at least 3 transmissions...
Lots of love, Marissé from Canada

ORIZABA-MEXICO
Orizaba Veracruz-Mexico December 26th 2009. –Orizaba is located about 4 hours from Mexico City. Raelians from the
region of Puebla and other parts of Mexico traveled far to this region to unite with our Raelian brother and sister Conny and
Alfredo.
Alfredo, who traveled from USA to his native country of Mexico had been planning and hoping for many months to do a
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Raelian lecture in Mexico in hope of diffusing the Messages of the Elohim…nothing can be more exciting!
When Alfredo arrived he and Conny got together and right away focused on advertising the Raelian lecture on radio, and
newspaper. Everything came together and the lecture was ready to go on the 26th of December. Vicente (a Raelian from Puebla
region) arrived early with many books in hand in hope of inviting the area tourist to the lecture. We were very successful and at
18:05 hours we commenced our lecture with more than 250 people in attendance and with people from many different parts
of the country and also from Sixto Paz (Grupo Rama) . Also present were people that had been misinformed about the Raelian Movement but where anxious to learn more about the movement. Benny (our Puebla region Guide) and Alfredo (Nadine’s
assistant) showed the public videos on the 5 points and there were many interesting questions and answers sessions all received
with respect and harmony from all present. Most expressed that the message was most importantly an expression of love for
humanity.
At the end of the lecture several people came to us to express their support for the Raelian Movement and as a result we were
able to sell 3 books. We also invited all to download the Raelian messages online absolutely free of charge. On the following day
Alfredo invited us to his mothers birthday dinner and we were happily joined by several people who had attended the lecture
the day before. Also present where other Raelians from other parts of Mexico that where thrilled to be a part of this rare Raelian
gathering. It was wonderful to see how many people came from very far
away to be part of this wonderful Raelian lecture to learn more about
the Elohim’s message.
This magnificent experience also allowed us to closely get to know
Alfredo (harmonious, loving, and fraternal) and together we were able
to create magic.
Beloved Elohim we thank you for allowing to diffuse your wonderful message on this little blue planet we call home and we hope that we
have been able to radiate your message with our actions.
Maria Carmen
National Guide of Mexico

Las Vegas AVN
The las Vegas team lead by Lara, the US National Guide has a blast at
the biggest US porn convention, the famous AVN in Las Vegas.
Here is what Thomas, the regional Guide said:
A big bravo to all who helped making our Clitoraid booth at AVN
another success story :) We collected a total of $2,104.79! (net)
Our dear National Guide Lara has been an amazing leader who inspired the crowds to donate like no one else! We all took lessons from her
and hope to be able to increase this amount significantly next year ...
Special thanks to Alonzo who was there for the entire show including
the setup day. He will be our booth manager for AVN 2011 and has planned
to network with porn stars throughout the year so they come and donate an
hour of their time giving autographs at our booth. We already worked towards the goal of involving more and more people in our
Clitoraid action this year by having UNLV professor Larry Ashley and his students at our booth helping us out. The students didn’t
come because they got some class credits for this, but just because they wanted to help and you can see how much fun they had :)
LOVE, Thomas
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Internet success...
by Felix
A few days ago Samantha asked me if I could forward a few questions for the Clitoraid site to my group of other students
and sex counselors, therapists, and educators asking them if anyone is interested and has worked with women who had a clitoridectomy to feel free to answer… well… I had one legitimate clinical sexologist who answered that she was doing her internship
with Dr. Bowers and two other replies that were submitted to the entire group and had to do with the fact that Clitoraid was
linked to Raelians i.e. negative.
1- These people are Raelians, another nutty Christian group. Dr. David Hersh
2- Raelians? I thought that they were a nutty UFO contactee religion. They used to be making claims about doing successful human cloning. Dr. Cynde Moya
& 2)

3- Here, here! Here is to celebrating spiritual, political and sexual diversity! Dr. Jallen Rex (this reply came after reading 1
So I decided to intervene and wrote this response:

“Sure! Let’s all celebrate! But why would I want to celebrate with people who have no regard for the differences and who
ridicule my religious affiliation? Give me one good reason! To equate or liken my group to “another nutty Christian group”
speaks volumes about the ignorance of the person making such a remark. It’s actually the most absurd statement I have heard in
20 years.
Indeed, I am Raelian and very proud to be. And it so happens that this philosophy has transformed my life and has made
me the extraordinary person that I am today, like it or not. I have been a member of this organization and known spiritual teacher
Rael personally for more than 20 years and being a member of a religious minority, I am no stranger to the venomous and virulent
language that is used against my group on a daily basis around the world. Obviously, everyone is entitled to their own opinion
and it’s perfectly ok to disagree with someone’s or a group’s point of view but when the conversation turns into disrespect and
name-calling, then it’s not ok, even if I have developed thick skin over the years. I have always said that before anyone can intelligently agree or disagree it’s best to read Rael’s book Intelligent Design and make your own opinion. Anything short of that,
whatever you think I have no desire to hear about it and you have no right nor authority to call my group anything especially if
you know nothing about it.
Make no mistake, to say: “These people are Raelians and nutty” is no different than to say: “These people are gay and dangerous to children,” as far as I’m concerned. It’s the exact same level of ignorance, vitriol, and prejudice. And no one in this group
has any idea of the amount of disrespect and verbal abuse I have endured over the past two decades just because I am a member
of a religious minority that happens to think outside the norms and conventions of our society. Some of our members have been
put in jail just because they said they were Raelian and did not believe in god (Egypt), others have lost custody of their children
(France), others have been physically assaulted during a gay pride parade (Switzerland), and others have been spat on the face in
the street (Canada), and the list goes on! Recently, our head member in Iran had to flee the country and ask for religious asylum
in Turkey otherwise she would have faced a death sentence for saying that she was atheist and did not believe in god. What’s next?
A concentration camp for Raelians? Anyone wants to initiate this process? After all, it begins with persecution, no?
Clitoraid was founded by Rael and is headed by Dr Brigitte Boisselier who happens to be a Bishop in our organization.
What is the problem with that? What does religious affiliation have to do with this great cause, of building a hospital for African
women who lost their clitoris so that they regain their sense of dignity and pleasure? Why is it nutty? Unbelievable!
I will stop there and say that the only way to make this planet a safe haven for ALL people is by starting with self, that is to
say, by taking a close look at self in the mirror and have the humility to ask the question: “what can I change about myself today
to make this world a better place?”
Shalom,
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Felix”
The following replies came after I sent my response:
1- Well said, Felix. As a group by and for students, I think we have a responsibility to police ourselves. I am all for
free speech, but I think we have a right and duty to remove individuals who are negative forces, attack people’s beliefs, are
counter-productive, and offensive. I think this behavior also demands attention (and expulsion of such individuals) from
this group. Just my opinion... Dr. Thomas Remble
2- Felix, I am so sorry. My intention was to diffuse the situation but I fear that I may have enflamed it. I do apologize.
I--and many others on this listserv--love and respect you. I hope you know and feel that. If I have done anything to offend
or hurt you, I hope you that you can forgive me. Love, Judith
3- Felix, Your point is well taken. The ravages against humanity in the 20th century (the genocides of the holocaust,
the Slavs, the Rwandans, the Serbs, the Kurds, the Armenians ad infinitum) came about as a result of people holding biased,
untrue, negative and ultimately deadly thoughts against certain minorities. Persecution and ultimately murder of innocents
people start with seemingly innocent thoughts and comments which generate negativity in others and soon a philosophy
develops...stupid ideas such as Zionistic conspiracies, and racial inferiority of ethnic groups (Slavs and Jews), alienation
and hatred bred against blacks and Rwandans and Serbs and Bosnians...primitive emotions and attitudes that are seldom
challenged by the holder of such views and corrected with knowledge and facts. Guess who or what organization fomented
hatred towards Jews in western and eastern cultures?...the church, the canon laws of which in the middle ages were virtually
exactly the same as the later Nuremburg Laws. Dr. Rosemary Reuter identifies anti Semitism within the new Testament and
especially the Gospel of John. Originally seen as a small contributor to anti-Semitism it became the cornerstone of Nazi
propaganda calling all Jews “Christ killers” I believe we must be very careful as you say not to move from disagreement over
ideas and concepts to attacking the person or the people or the minority. History has shown us only too vividly where such
attitudes and words can take humanity. As side note...is your faith tradition (Raelian) Christian? As an Anglican priest of
over 36 years (now closer to being a secular humanist), I am curious about a religion that includes atheists or atheism within
its ranks. Cheers! David McKenzie
Now I guess that the entire group of other students, sex therapists, sex educators, and sex counselors from across this country
and abroad who are part of this yahoo group listserv know about me being Raelian J
Life is good!
LoVe,
Felix
The following day, Clitoraid received this nice offer:
hi....
I’m Dr. Fredelyn Espedilla. I’m an aesthetic surgeon and into aesthetic medicine and a clinical sexologist here in the Philippines. I am a graduate of IASHS. Clitoraid clinched my interest after reading the posts in our yahoo group at IASHS.
I’ve done surgical genital procedures for men and women - but never genital mutilation. I have done procedures from penile
augmentation in girth and length to correction of peyronie’s curvature in men, while i have done vaginal tightening and reconstruction in women. I am interested to work with your association to offer my piece in your advocacy. If you think, I can be of
help, pls.let me know.
Fredelyn Legarde Espedilla, MD, PhD, MPH, MPSDC, AAAM
Yeaaahhhh!! thanks Felix and Samantha:-)
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Contact 364										

February 7th, 64aH

Kama
Ivory Coast
The National Guide of Ivory Coast ( on the picture) was the guest of
a show called ‘’ LES MIDIS DE LA PREMIERE’’ (noon on the first TV)
at the National Television in Ivory Coast a few days ago. The interview
lasted about 30 minutes and the theme was : “Going back to the cultural
values of our ancestors” .
He was asked to talk at large about items like the African names, the
African dress style, the rehabilitation of the Queens and the Kings and
of the traditional Chiefs. The anchor. Innocent Foto, of obvious Christian background, was clearly disturbed by the Raelian philosophy but he
enjoyed our position about everything else. He was the one who actually
suggested the theme of the show after reading our pamphlet explaining
the 5 great projects of Maitreya for the development of Africa.
The anchor also approved the answers of the national Guide Ya BONI about the 50th anniversary of the independance of
the African countries.
It has been such a great success that the television received calls of people willing to contact us. One of them said that he
has been searching for people like him for a long time and that he s ready to become Raelian. We invited at our coming National
meeting...
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